Application of modified Rosenbrock's method for optimization of nutrient media used in microorganism culturing.
The Rosenbrock's procedure has been modified for optimization of nutrient medium composition and has been found to be less tedious than the Box-Wilson method, especially for larger numbers of optimized parameters. Its merits are particularly obvious with multiparameter optimization where the gradient method, so far the only one employed in microbiology from a variety of optimization methods (e.g., refs, 9 and 10), becomes impractical because of the excessive number of experiments required. The method suggested is also more stable during optimization than the gradient methods which are very sensitive to the selection of steps in the direction of the gradient and may thus easily shoot out of the optimized region. It is also anticipated that other direct search methods, particularly simplex design, may be easily adapted for optimization of medium composition. It is obvious that direct search methods may find an application in process improvement in antibiotic and related industries.